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“if everyone in the creative industries 
joins forces with ACID, 
collectively we can go a long way 
to stop copying” BRUCE MUNRO, Lighting Designer.
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ACID has had a great year, the organisation has made quantum
leaps forward in the fight against design theft through education,
deterrence and prevention and we have attracted 220 new
members from across the creative industries.  Our voice is at last
being heard by key influencers within Government departments,
academia and commerce. So, the fight goes on, despite all the
doom and gloom!

Yes, the economic down turn has some nasty by-products including
a potential increase in copying. Like street crime this increase is
fuelled by a need to make money – fast.  Copycats will seek a quick
route to market by ripping off original design, rather than
commissioning it, buyers will undercut suppliers and originators,
will be left vulnerable.

However, designer/manufacturers have become more IP savvy
realising now is the time, more than ever, to get their IP armoury in
place. We have seen a marked increase in membership since the ‘R’
word became part of the UK’s vocabulary and a huge increase in
the use of ACID’s Design Data Bank – a free service to members
where they can safely store original designs should originator proof
be required.  People want to protect what they own more than
ever. In times of real prosperity there is not such a great desire to
enforce strict contract terms in business, enough money can bring
with it a laissez faire attitude towards litigation. As this down turn
has shown, designers and manufacturers are prepared to stand by
their original work and do what they can to protect it.

As the threat of copying increases, conflict will inevitably ensue.
With conflict comes the threat of litigation – which apart from the
cost can be very expensive in sleepless nights.  This is why we
encourage our members to be IP aware and in times of dispute,
seek mediation as a positive solution – there is no doubt mediation
will become standard practice for dispute resolution in these
worrying economic times. 

Mediation provides a highly cost effective and time effective route
to solving allegations by bringing parties together with the support
of a mediator to resolve alleged copying complaints whilst avoiding
legal intervention. It can result in realistic out of court settlements
therefore avoiding potentially costly and often inflammatory legal
disputes. As an alternative to litigation, mediation can also result in
commercial agreements being brokered. Many of our members
have walked away from mediation with a royalty or licence
agreement in their pocket rather than a hefty legal bill.  

ACID’S objective is to ensure that every designer in the UK
understands the value of their IP rights, has the support to put
effective IP armoury in place in order to fight plagiarists while
having access to the multiple benefits of mediation.  We offer our
members a wealth of benefits to assist their design protection – 09
will not be without its challenges, so for those who need a New
Year’s resolution – remember to use your ACID membership to
maximum effect!

Safe trading and a
Happy New Year!
Dids Macdonald, 
Chief Executive of ACID
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Dear ACID Member With the economy
in a state of flux 

(and that’s a generous
understatement), it’s harder
than ever for young
designers to get their new
ideas recognised while at
the same time protecting
those same designs from
being indiscriminately
copied. Fraud, scams, 
and theft are all on 
the increase.

And yet, as editor of
Cabinet Maker, I speak
to many industry leaders

who are vehement about the
need to encourage new design
talent in the furniture industry.
And, in our November and
December issues, we ran
profiles of the 12 finalists – 
and their innovative designs –
for the Young Designers 2009
Award. This annual event, now
entering its 10th year, is
sponsored by Cabinet Maker
magazine in collaboration with
The Worshipful
Company of
Furniture Makers.

So we all know how
important these young
designers are to the success
and life of this industry.

All those entries showed
innovative design, functional
ideas, and imaginative use
of materials and structure –
worthy of receiving as much
protection as possible. Designers and
manufacturers depend on creative design –
knock offs and copies are devastating.

In the UK, copyright is automatically granted
on creation of the work in fixed form such as
design drawings for new prototypes – which
means you don’t have to register. (Some
countries, such as the USA, do have
copyright registries) This can lead young
designers to eschew registering their designs
– not a good idea! 

Many designers are still not aware that if
they create new furniture designs, for
example, that they are protected
automatically by unregistered UK and EU
design right which lasts for 10 years and 3
years respectively. A robust belt and braces

policy, recommended by ACID is to register
designs which offers 25 years protection in 27
member states. It is also means that designers
have a monopoly right which precludes
having to prove copying. However, many new
designers can’t afford to register their rights
so ACID’s terrific Design Data Bank is the next
best thing – they hold over 300,000 copies of
designs on behalf of their membership.
Valuable 3rd party evidence of prior art
should it be required. 

Understanding Intellectual Property (IP) rights
and knowing how to enforce them should be
a compulsory part of a young designer’s

education. It’s easy to be
confused about design rights,
copyright, patents and
trademarks. An ACID IP audit
(undertaken prior to a show)
can ensure design protection
before public display, by
identifying any areas of
business that will benefit from
an IP strategy. 

ACID is sponsoring 12 student
membership awards as part of
the Young Designers Award  –

a great step in protecting the future of young
designers’ IP – and protecting the future of
the industry as a whole.

Cabinet Maker is committed to the continuing
strength and vitality of this industry, and the
ACID lobby continually presses for a better
deal for designers. Together, we can make
sure that new ideas, innovative design, and
entrepreneurial spirit can grow and be
protected.

Designers and
manufacturers

depend on 
creative design –
knock offs and

copies are
devastating.

www.cabinet-maker.co.uk

Say’s 
Ffion Llwyd Jones
Editor of Cabinet Maker
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This isn’t because our society is a great humanitarian culture,
although it may be.  But the reason here is economic.  Using
candles and kerosene at night time might sound quaint but it
is a big hassle.  It starts fires.  And it is not very effective,
unless your goal is romance.  So people like Thomas Edison
came along and we know how that story goes.  

Society wants to encourage more than patentable inventions.
It provides copyright protection to the authors and visual
artists of our time who can collect royalties for their works.
The same is true in the commercial world with design rights.
Trade marks are similarly protected on the basis of perceived
societal benefit.   Consumers need to be safeguarded against
deception and confusion by counterfeiters and infringers who
falsely trade on the name and reputation of the original
owners.  It is in this tradition of providing incentives to create
in which most of the intellectual property laws have been
written.  Creative spirits should be incentivized to continue to
produce works for the betterment of the community.  
The best way to accomplish this goal is to grant creative
individuals exclusive rights to their creations for limited periods
of time.  Although free competition in the marketplace is
encouraged it should be fair.  Consequently, the law is
designed to protect you from unconscionable competitors who
steal your intellectual property. 

Just as society rewards you for your creations, it also needs to
draw lines and limit the boundaries of intellectual property
rights.  Free speech, including the right to know, needs to be
considered when newspapers and TV stations broadcast news
items.  And handing over inventions to the public for their
own use and development without charge comes at the end of
a patent.  Trade marks can’t be like unused toys on the
playground.  Either you use them or they are there for
someone else to use.  

In a free and idea rich society such as ours, creative spirits
need to be nurtured and encouraged so that the creative
process can prosper.  Creative spirits must be able to draw 
on prior inventions and artistic works in order to reach even
greater heights.  Even a genius such as Sir Isaac Newton
admitted with humility: "If I have seen further it is by standing
on the shoulders of giants." 

In the UK and many other countries of the world,
the driving force behind intellectual property is
that society wants to reward and provide
incentives to creative individuals who come up
with new creations.

FREDERICK
MOSTERT

Author:
from Edison to iPod

protect your ideas
and make money

Trade Marks
Trade marks are the words, designs, and other markings that
identify and distinguish products or services from one another.
They are the link between the maker and the customer, and they
help consumers distinguish between competing brands. Trade
marks can suggest a certain quality or status (think CARTIER
versus SWATCH) and they serve the public interest by protecting
consumers from being deceived or misled by substandard
products.

Duration
Indefinite, as long as the trade mark is used. As protection flows
from use, you need to use them or you lose them. Trade marks
often become your most valuable intellectual property after other
assets have expired.

How to protect your trademark
• Through extensive use on your product or service.
• Seriously consider registration with the 

Intellectual Property Office.

Tips
• Select a strong mark.
• Keep records of use of the mark, especially the date of first use.
• Obtain a trade mark search before use or filing to avoid 

disappointment and evaluate risk.
• Consider adopting the same domain name or trade name as 

your trade mark.
• Police and enforce your trade mark.
• Use ® for registered and TM for unregistered trade marks as a 

warning on your product or service.

Examples
HEINZ, IPOD, the MERCEDES-BENZ star symbol, the COCA-COLA
contour bottle, the name ROBBIE WILLIAMS, DAVID BECKHAM’s
signature, the colour of VEUVE CLICQUOT labels, the ADIDAS
three stripes design.

Logo Marks
The iconic Apple logo symbolizes the harmony of excellence in
design and computer science. The Apple logo must be one of the
most recognized logos throughout the world. The clean design of
the logo itself underscores the virtue of simplicity in design.

Word Marks
The word Kodak was first registered as a trade mark in 1888 and
was "invented" by George Eastman, "I devised the name myself.
The letter ‘K’ had been a favourite with me – it seems a strong,
incisive sort of letter. It became a question of trying out a great
number of combinations of letters that made words starting and
ending with ‘K’. The word ‘Kodak’ is the result."

Combination Marks
Heinz is a classic trade mark, consisting of an internationally
known name, "Heinz", and a logo. Heinz is famous for its "57
Varieties" slogan in the US and the advertising jingle "Beanz
Meanz Heinz" in the UK. It was founded in 1869 in Sharpsburg,
Pennsylvania, by Henry John Heinz and its first products were
processed condiments delivered to local greengrocers by horse-
drawn carriages. In 1876, the company launched tomato
ketchup. And the rest is history.

Why Protect
Intellectual Property?IP

if you have a problem call the ACID 
Legal Hotline on: +44 (0)845 230 5742

Helping ACID members to 
safeguard their IP rights

Frederick Mostert is 
Chief Intellectual Property Counsel

of ACID member the Richemont
Group.  He is Past President of the

International Trademark Association,
is a Fellow of the London School of

Economics and serves on various
advisory boards.  He has written

widely on the subject of intellectual
property and his works include the
book From Edison to iPod - Protect
Your Ideas And Make Money and 
is principal author and editor of
Famous and Well Known Marks
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Halo became aware of two identical
products being advertised for sale in 
a competitor’s brochure (also major
names within the industry!).
According to Patricia Jones of ACID
Accredited law firm Hammonds, "Both
items were clear infringements of
Halo’s Community registered designs
for the ‘Mars’ and ‘San Remo’ chairs".

Said Charlie Oulton, MD of Halo, "On this occasion we decided not
to "name and shame", as the company complied quickly with our
requirements when the infringement was brought to their
attention. However, Halo will be tightening up its enforcement
policy and watching the market closely, and will not hesitate to
shout very loudly when infringements are detected."

Halo instructed Hammonds to send an immediate letter before
action.  The letter detailed: (1) Halo’s products;  (2) Halo’s rights
under the Community designs; (3) how company X’s activities
infringed those rights; (4) Halo’s right to issue proceedings; but that
(5) Halo was prepared to resolve the matter reasonably, if company
X agreed to provide undertakings (amongst other things) to: 

Withdraw the infringing products from sale;

Withdraw all marketing material relating to the infringing
products;

Destroy all stocks of the infringing products; and 

Cease and desist from importing, marketing, selling or in
any way otherwise dealing in or with the infringing
products.

Almost immediately following the letter before action, company X
agreed to all the undertakings except for the withdrawal of the
marketing material. However, a proviso was agreed that the
products would be described in their marketing material as
"discontinued and no longer available". 

Added Charlie Oulton following the
successful settlement, "I am delighted
that we registered these designs and
that we took such decisive action to
protect our rights in the products
in which we had invested so heavily 
to design."

4

In 2006, Evans became aware that Focal Point Fires PLC,
a heating appliance and installation company had
registered a UK trade mark for the word FIRECRAFT and
were selling a range of gas fires under the Firecraft
mark supported by a major ad campaign.  Frustratingly
for Evans this triggered numerous enquires from
members of the public asking for one of "their" fires. 
In addition, Evans stockists began calling to ask about
the supposed new range of fires they were now selling.  

Each time such a request was made, Evans had to explain that
this was not their brand but Focal Point’s. The public were 
clearly confused. Unhappy that their brand was being diluted,
Evans contacted ACID Accredited Law Firm McDaniel & Co who
wrote to Focal Point asking them to surrender their mark on the
basis that Firecraft was distinctive of Evans and that Focal Point
were clearly ‘passing off’. Focal Point refused to back down, so
Evans applied to revoke Focal Point’s mark through the UK
Intellectual Property Office (UKIPO) who last month found in
Evans favour and declared Focal Point’s trade mark invalid. Focal
Point had until the 16 December 2008 to decide whether to
appeal the decision which would be made to either the
Appointed Person or to the High Court.  

Comments ACID accredited lawyer, Andrew Lee of McDaniel
& Co, ’The UKIPO was required to consider what would have
been a fair and normal use of the mark and not rely solely on
what actually happened at the filing date. The evidence which
Focal Point gave showed that they did not promote the mark 
in the same manner prior to the national advertising campaign
in 2006.  However, the fact that the Focal Point mark was
identical to the Evans mark and used on goods sold side by side
to the type Evans produced, meant that it was inevitable that
people who associated Firecraft with Evans would assume that 
a range of Fires under the same mark came from or was
authorised by Evans"  

Bill Evans, Owner of Evans Fireplace Centre and Firecraft
says: "It's a relief to get the whole thing over with and get our
name back. We have been building Firecraft since 1991 with a
solid reputation for quality and service. It is not very nice to
know someone can come along and ride off the goodwill we
have worked hard to develop, for their own benefit, without
our permission or knowledge.  I would like to thank everyone
that gave us their support, including those that provided
witness statements."

FOCAL POINT FIRES GET
THEIR  FINGERS BURNT

action

Nationally renowned
ACID members 
Evans fireplaces,
trading as Firecraft,
manufacture and sell
beautiful hand carved
stone fireplaces and
associated accessories.
As an established name
within their market
place, Firecraft are
naturally vulnerable 
to copying and 
passing off.

ACID comment: 
"Although Focal Point had
registered their mark in
2000 and the instances of
confusion did not come to
light until 2006 onwards,
this case proves it is better
late than never to take
action. It also proves the
point that "first to file" is not
necessarily a sound defence
if there are grounds for
invalidation, as was proved
in this case."  

It is not very nice
to know
someone can
come along and
ride off the
goodwill we
have worked
hard to develop. 
Bill Evans,
Owner of Evans Fireplace
Centre and Firecraft 

HALO IS NOT NAMING 
& SHAMING –THIS TIME!
>>>
ACID members Halo are renowned
for designing and selling high
quality furniture products including
their unique leather and stainless
steel ‘Mars’ and ‘San Remo’ chairs.  
Both products are registered as
Community registered designs. 

ACID comment: 
"The combination of having protection around a design
in the form of a registered Community design shows
how compelling an effective letter before action can be.
ACID has come up against this company before – 
let’s hope that they appreciate Halo’s very positive
warning shot".     

< Left: HALO ‘San Remo’ chair

HALO ‘Mars’
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action

Two decades dedicated to creating
objects of beauty under the brand
name of Porta Romana has earned

ACID members Andrew and Sarah Hills a
reputation as a company which thrives on the
pursuit of excellence and originality. Recently
Andrew discovered some lookalike products
being sold by Hartnell Interiors under 
the name of Clifton. They immediately
instructed Niall Head-Rapson of ACID
Accredited Law Firm McDaniel & Co. to send
a letter before action. Despite providing
compelling evidence of Porta Romana’s
design ownership, Hartnell denied there was
any wrongdoing. Draft pleadings followed
and a settlement was reached.

"A company like Hartnell, which describes
itself on its website as providing a unique
and stylish range of furniture dedicated to
design, is misleading not only to their

PORTA ROMANA ACT AGAINST
HARTNELL INTERIORS >>>
LOOKALIKE TABLE DESTROYED!

customers but the interiors sector generally",
says Andrew Hills. "Design credentials such as
ours do not happen overnight. Innovative
design coupled with a flawless service is the
theme underpinning the Porta Romana brand
and we will take action when and where
necessary as a matter of policy".

ACID commented, "All Porta Romana’s new
designs are sent to the Design Data Bank –
ACID holds 300,000 on behalf of all its
members, a free membership benefit. Taking
action requires evidence and there can be no
more compelling evidence to support a letter
before action. Copyists can rarely provide a
design audit trail when challenged".

BTECH take
on ARGOS

Hartnell Interiors is to pay over £5000 in costs to ACID members
Porta Romana in a recent settlement over look alike tables which
Hartnell have now destroyed.

Above: Porta Romana’s Table

< Left: 
The Hartnell
Interiors table
sold under
the name of
Clifton.

ACID comment: 
"Often when major brands like Argos are challenged
there is an insistence of confidentiality. Reading between
the lines of previous cases like this, this is often a
damage limitation exercise, but does it fool anyone?"  

ACID (Anti Copying In Design)
members Btech are manufacturers
of, amongst other things, wall
brackets for flat screen televisions.
When they discovered graphics of
some of their products in the 2006 Argos catalogue
(without even the courtesy of stocking their products)
they were affronted and sent a letter before action
through ACID Accredited Law Firm McDaniel & Co., 
to Argos. Despite lengthy correspondence, Argos
refused to compromise and Btech instructed
proceedings to be issued. Clearly Argos then knew that
the matter was being taken seriously by Btech and
decided to settle. Unfortunately, the terms of settlement
were that they remained confidential. 

IMPORTANT INSURANCE UPDATE
New IP insurance products 
portfolio introduced for better IP
protection for all ACID members!

The ACID React IP Insurance scheme underwritten
by Hiscox has been withdrawn. There has been 
a demand for a wider scope of coverage than 
was originally envisaged. Therefore alternative
specialist IP insurance products have been
introduced, through a portfolio of different
underwriters. Each will be selected to suit the
claimants’ needs and claims history. Although
there is no minimum premium, entry level 
costs typically are between £75.00 to £90.00 
per month. Larger businesses requiring higher
levels of protection in a wider range of world
territories will pay more than this.

In an effort to control premium costs, and to
provide value for money, the Underwriters have
increased the minimum excess levels to between

£1000.00 and £2500.00. This helps to reduce
premium costs as disputes may be resolved with
just an initial exchange of correspondence and
therefore do not become subject to insurance
claims, putting upward pressure on premium costs.

The ACID scheme offers market leading IP
insurance at highly competitive premiums. It has
been expanded to offer the choice to cover all
classes of IP, whether Registered or not, and can
cover every territory in the world, including China.

If you are interested in further details,
please call Charles Milnes direct, 
quoting your ACID membership number 
on 0207 923 4655, or visit his website
for more information:
www.intellectual-property-insurance.co.uk

TURNOVER CATEGORY RENEWAL FEE VAT TOTAL
1 Under 50K, 
students, graduates, 
Affiliates & Associates. 125.00 18.75 £143.75

2 50K-100K 225.00 33.75 £258.75
3 100K-250K 300.00 45.00 £345.00
4 250K-500K 350.00 52.50 £402.50
5 500K-2.5M 500.00 75.00 £575.00
6 2.5M-5M 750.00 112.50 £862.50
7 5M-10M 950.00 142.50 £1,092.50
8 over 10M 1,500.00 225.00 £1,725.00

As problems with the global economy continue, never has it been
more important to protect your intellectual property rights to
deter copyists taking a cheap route to market.

Your ACID membership renewal has been adjusted following the
recent change to a 15% Vat rate.  Any member that has paid their
subscription for 2009 prior to December 1st will still be able to
claim back the 17.5% Vat amount. However, those of you that pay
after December 1st will pay at 15% Vat.  If you have paid at the
old rate after December 1st you will be issued with a refund.
However, we would appreciate you adjusting your payment as per
the figures below which show the renewal rates for 2009 at 
15% Vat.  The Vat receipt that you receive from us will show your
subscription payment at the correct rate.

Direct Debits for New Members who joined between 1st February
2008 and 30th November 2008 will still be calculated at 17.5%
Vat. Existing members who are carrying on their subscription for
2009 by Direct Debit have been sent new payment schedules and
all payments taken will be at 15% Vat.

ADDED VALUE TO 
ACID MEMBERSHIP –

2.5% VAT REDUCTION

We apologise for any inconvenience and if you have any queries
regarding renewal payments please telephone the membership office
on 0845 644 3617 or e-mail info@acid.uk.com
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action

ACID member, Smallbone & Co
(Devizes) Ltd, has successfully
enforced their UK registered
design and unregistered design
rights in a kitchen island, part
of the companies popular
‘Walnut and Silver’ kitchen.

Smallbone was surprised to find an
advertisement in Devine magazine by Peter
Thompson of York, Ltd promoting a kitchen
which included an almost identical island.
Smallbone takes the creation and protection 
of its designs extremely seriously and had
obtained a UK design registration for the
island.  The products innovative design was
also protected by UK design right.  A letter
before action avoided litigation and as a result,
Smallbone obtained undertakings from Peter
Thompson of York which included a witness
statement confirming the extent of sales of 
the kitchen island in issue plus payment of 
its costs.

Commented Sally Wilkinson, Managing
Director of Smallbone of Devizes, "We spend

It came as a great shock to Gonsalves and Hall
when they discovered earlier this year that Asda
were selling a t-shirt through their George
collection in the stores which had a print applied
to it which appeared to incorporate a
substantial part of both the necklace and bow
print. They contacted ACID accredited law firm
McDaniel & Co who wrote to Asda claiming
copyright infringement. Subsequently, Asda
agreed (without admission of liability) to remove
the item from all outlets and pay a goodwill
sum in respect of the alleged infringement as
well as legal costs.

ACID members Chris Hall and Diana
Gonsalves, trading as Gonsalves and
Hall, are  designers of clothing and
their designs are sold in various
boutiques around the country. Part of
their activities involve designing
patterns and motifs which are applied
to clothing. Two of their designs are
the necklace print and the bow print.
These prints themselves are protected
by copyright as artistic works and
each is applied to a t-shirt.

SMALLBONE
ENFORCES
DESIGN 
RIGHTS >>>

An interesting point was that Asda refused to
give a formal undertaking in respect of the item.
It was outlined that it is company policy not to
give undertakings and they will only do so if
compelled by a Court. The reason given was that
an undertaking is very difficult to police when
Asda have over 300 stores nationwide. 

Andrew Lee of McDaniel and Co comments:
"The fashion market is transient in nature in that
designs come and go very quickly. Often big
fashion labels do not pursue copiers as by the
time any action is taken the item is out of
season and forgotten. However, for smaller
businesses such as Gonsalves and Hall whose life
blood is creating new designs and protecting
them, it was essential to take action".

a significant amount of time creating our
kitchen designs and the signature pieces of
furniture within each kitchen design.  We
protect our designs through registered design
protection and also enforce our unregistered
rights.  As a result, we are not prepared to
allow others to take advantage of our novel
designs and, as in this case, we took
immediate action".

ACID comment, "Smallbone of Devizes are
highly influential market leaders and their
anti-copying strategy is a great model for any
manufacturer committed to innovative,
original design.  Like Smallbone, we
encourage all our members to send a clear
message out to market that plagiarism will
not be tolerated".

Above: ASDA’s T Shirt with controversial design

Left:
Smallbone’s
successful
‘Walnut and
Silver’ kitchen
island design.

Right:
Peter Thompson‘s

kitchen island
design with 
a striking

resemblance to
Smallbone’s 

popular design.

ASDA GEORGE T-SHIRT REMOVED FROM SALE AFTER
GONSALVES & HALL CLAIM ARTISTIC COPYRIGHT

This move is part of an on-going campaign by ACID to
actively support trade organisations pan industry.
Through IP education – how to protect designs and how
to integrate IP as part of a corporate or marketing plan,
ACID will advise associations on creating a safer trading
environment by protecting their design equity through a
robust IP strategy.

Says Lawrence Cutler, Director, sdea (Shops,
Display and Equipment Association) "I am delighted
our organisation is an ACID Trade Association Partner.
Copying is a crime which has affected too many of my
members and I hope our alliance with ACID illustrates our
commitment to fighting design theft. ACID is a
formidable organisation and through education and
awareness will be advising our members on how they can
protect their intellectual property from plagiarism."

Adds Dids Macdonald, CEO of ACID, "Our trade
partnership scheme is bespoke according to specific
market sectors and includes a discounted group
membership fee, seminars, tailored IP advice through
regular web and newsletter features, standard tender
agreements and IP clinics plus over 30 ACID membership
benefits including IP legal advice and the use of the free
ACID design bank.  I strongly advise any trade association
who is committed to design protection and IP education
to talk to ACID."

ACID Trade Association members: BCFA (British
Contract Furnishing Association), sdea  (Shops Display
and Equipment Association, LA (The Lighting Association)  
IGI (International Wallcovering Manufacturers Association).

Any Trade Association
interested in becoming an 
ACID Trade Association partner
is invited to contact the
ACID membership hotline:

+44 (0)845 644 3617

ACID links with
Trade Associations 

The International
Wallcovering
Manufacturers
Association

IP matters

Since its launch earlier this year, 
ACID’s Trade Association Partnership scheme
has gathered momentum across the creative
industries. To date 4 leading trade associations
have joined forces with ACID with the prime
objective of helping to raise the profile and
value of IP among membership.
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Given the dramatic economic events in recent days,
businesses can be forgiven for not having Chinese law
at the forefront of their minds.  China may seem a
million miles away  (only 5,071 to be exact) but recent
changes in Chinese law are likely to have a direct impact
on UK businesses in the coming months.

E arlier this year a new contract labour law came into force in
China that placed a number of onerous new legal obligations on
Chinese businesses in respect of their employees.  The

combination of this and several other economic and political factors
(including the rising Yuan, increased inflation and the global economic
downturn) has been too much for many smaller and medium size
businesses there.  They simply cannot survive financially and are
rapidly going out of business.  The Federation of Hong Kong
Industries estimates that around 10,000 factories in the Pearl River
Delta region of the country will scale back operations or close down
altogether by the end of this year.  

This is bad news for those UK businesses that currently source all or
some of their manufacturing components or other goods cheaply
from Chinese suppliers.  In the coming months, those suppliers are
likely to substantially increase their prices, become unreliable at
supplying goods on time or, worse still, go out of business altogether.
UK businesses are likely to see a knock on effect on their profits.
Perhaps of greater concern is that many businesses will no longer be
able to manufacture and/or supply goods at all resulting in breaches
of contractual obligations and ultimately loss of customers

Businesses should act now to manage and minimise the commercial
impact of these developments.  Initially, businesses should work with
their existing supplier to identify and, where possible, resolve
anticipated supply problems.  Businesses with two or more suppliers
in China may consider beginning to source from just one supplier that
is able to demonstrate its financial stability.  Another option is to find
a completely new and reliable supplier in China.  Where a business is
wholly dependent on the existence of one supplier and switching
supplier is not, for any reason, a realistic option is equity investment
in that supplier a possibility?  It would be nice to think that some
businesses will redirect their orders to UK based manufacturers, who
would welcome new business in the present economic climate.

Patricia Jones of ACID Accredited Law Firm Hammonds said
"Businesses should give careful consideration to which of these
options give the best commercial outcome.  They should also take
legal advice on the contractual issues.  It is particularly important to
ensure that a contract termination does not amount to a breach of
that contract (for which damages would be payable) and to ensure
that any new or revised contracts are as commercially robust as
possible and ensure future continuity and quality of supply". 

Unfortunately, The European Parliament was not persuaded to
follow suit and will not support a final ‘cut off’.  Says Dids
Macdonald, "This really does demonstrate the power of the
music lobby which has managed to persuade Nicolas Sarkozy
to influence the law makers in an extra parliamentary initiative.
This will put France in a heads on with the rest of Europe".

A recent BBC report on an ISP survey of 1500 UK consumers
showed that 75% of music pirates could be deterred by
warnings from their internet service provider.  The research
examined consumer digital habits and found that the
abundance of online music services was changing the copying
culture. Many of those surveyed did not to want to flaunt the
law but just over half confirmed that they downloaded music
legally.  Adds Dids, "Music industry groups really have got their
act together, it’s a shame that others within the creative
industries are not so organised".

According to Russell Hart, CEO of Entertainment Media
Research, "It is quite evident that an ISP-led strategy has bite,
because illegal downloaders are fairly convinced that ISPs are
currently monitoring their activities and are more likely to act
against them than the courts".   

ACID readers may remember reportage of a previous excellent
initiative by the fashion industry in France: The French already
lead on several IP initiatives - to date we have seen a move
within the fashion industry to ban journalists from fashion
shows, thus allowing the catwalk creations to have a steal on
the lookalikes. Under the French IP Genesis scheme to help
companies evaluate their IP worth, the French Government
provides free help and expert advice from IP experts which
identifies the rights they should be protecting.

The French Senate has given the thumbs up to
establish a law which will deal effectively with
internet users who repeatedly flaunt the law by
downloading copyright music, films or video
games.  This crack down has been backed by the
"3 strikes and you’re out system" which is a three
stage process – warning email, warning letter
then if they still persist their internet connection
will be cut off for a whole year.

FRANCE
LEADS WAY AS
IP PIONEERS...

Recent events send a warning
signal to UK businesses!

The Federation of
Hong Kong

Industries estimates
that around 10,000

factories in the
Pearl River Delta

region of the
country will scale

back operations or
simply close down!

UK businesses
should act now 
to manage and

minimise the
commercial impact

of these
developments.

but is still out
on a limb!

President Nicolas Sarkozy
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For buyers worldwide whether
multiple, retail, independent or
contract the exhibition venue is a

unique environment to view new and
existing products under one roof. Whilst
online buying and selling has seen
increasing growth, nothing replaces the
look, touch and feel of the real thing! So
intellectual property (IP) planning for
exhibitions is a key calendar priority. If
exhibitors get it wrong there could be
little return on investment. If, however,
you get it right you can establish
relationships, consolidate the intellectual
capital in your brand and communicate
your anti copying policy - essential for
those whose reputation and future
depends on original design.

In short, the investment you make before
each exhibition will be realised during and
after the show if you have a sound IP strategy
in place.

For smaller, design led furniture designers
exhibitions can provide an excellent
opportunity to showcase new work and for
retail multiple buyers there is an equally good
opportunity to support UK design and enter
into collaborative design deals. The multiple
can, in many instances, create their own
intellectual property by creating signature
ranges with the smaller designer and can be
seen to support and invest in UK design
talent. It is win win for everyone!  By
endorsing this policy, it reduces the risk of
legal challenge for some retail buyers who
"borrow" new designs without permission. 

ACID members, Allermuir, known for their
cutting edge design and unbeatable product
credentials take their intellectual capital very
seriously; it is the lifeblood of their brand.
Tim Lishman, Design and Development
Director said, "We support and encourage
original design by actively promoting our
designers while at the same time attributing
their moral rights under the Allermuir brand.
We also have a robust policy of design
registration and communicate our registration

numbers on all our marketing material
sending a clear message about design
ownership to our competitors".

Understand your IP rights and know
how to enforce them!  So many ACID
members justifiably get confused about
design right, copyright, patents and
trademarks.  Dispelling the myths about what
designers own, need to register or
automatically have, is a frequent task for
ACID.  An ACID IP audit (undertaken prior to
a show) is a highly effective way of managing
IP housekeeping and ensuring you have
protected your designs before they go on
public display. The audit or review serves to
identify any areas of business that will benefit
from an IP strategy. Says, ACID member, 
Clive Kenyon Brown from Duresta, "I would
recommend an ACID IP strategy review 
for all design led businesses – it’s a highly
effective way of understanding the
importance and value of IP within
business and particularly useful pre-show."

Use the ACID Brand – recognised as the
international brand of deterrence the ACID
logo advertises your IP ownership while
acting like a burglar alarm, warning copyists
to keep their hands off your designs!
Members use it on their web sites, press 
and marketing material including labelling
and packaging, making a clear statement that
they know their rights and will enforce them
if copied.  ACID members also use ACID show
signs at exhibitions to warn off design
thieves.

You may discover a copy of your design
during the show. It’s important to
remember careful handling of your dispute
can have a swift and satisfactory outcome.
ACID has handled over 2,000 grass roots
mediations – many of them on the exhibition

What can you do if things go
wrong at the show?

So what can you do prior to a
show to protect new designs?

Get Exhibition
IP Savvy!

SWEETNESS & LIGHT
IP matters

therefore – leading product design consultants and
members of ACID like to ensure their exciting,
innovative and original designs have sufficient
intellectual property ‘belt and braces’ to deter
copyists.  The multi award winning team of designers
and engineers are briefed by many of the worlds
most successful consumer brands to create pre-
eminent products - design which puts inspiration
back into innovation. As a result, many of therefore’s
technology driven products require a high level IP
protection and where appropriate include patent
applications, applications for registered designs and
maximum exploitation of the powerful ACID brand.  

therefore’s competitors know the consultancy has a zero
tolerance of design theft - the ACID logo is used on
therefore’s marketing material and web site and the
consultancy logs its original design drawings in the ACID
design data bank ensuring 3rd party proof of ownership
if there is ever a dispute regarding origination.

therefore’s international clients include major brands like
Tom Tom, Samsonite, NAIM and Orange but latterly the
team has used their vast expertise to launch their own
innovative products including the sugarspoon – the
container that thinks it’s a spoon. The sleek, tubular
hand held dispenser may be lightly tipped to release the
equivalent of a spoonful or sugar or lightly shaked to
dispense a sprinkle – a simple, hygienic and sophisticated
solution to sweetening hot drinks and food. 

Says therefore’s creative director, Patrick Hunt,
"Creating innovative solutions for leading brands is our
life’s blood but we are also channelling our creative
talents into designing and producing our own cutting
edge products – the sugarspoon is an inspired household
and catering essential and could represent significant
volume business.  With the benefit of ACID membership
we are determined to maximise the 
sugarspoon’s IP potential to enhance 
the product’s mass market 
commercial value."
www.bytherefore.com
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of ACID MEMBERSHIP
the benefits!

ACID LOBBY – targeting Government and stakeholders
about design and innovation and the promotion of IP as
a positive force, helping to create a safer trading
environment for design to be fully exploited and
commercialised free from design piracy.

IP Audits and health checks – free IP Audits available
to corporate members and instant IP health checks
available to all members. 

Use of ACID logo – strengthen deterrence and
communicate your anti copying strategy by using the
powerful Member of ACID logo together with suggested
copyright statement on your website and all marketing
material. 

ACID Design Data Bank – free and unlimited service
available to every member. All new designs or creative
work can be logged with us to establish a date of
origination and provide third party evidence to support
Unregistered Community and UK Unregistered design
rights. 

Initial, free Legal Advice – a new and dynamic ACID
legal offer from local to global, providing specialist IP
legal advice for start-ups, small and medium sized
enterprises and corporate ACID members accessed
through a dedicated IP hotline. Reduced legal rates for all
ACID members. 

Industry Standard Generic Agreements – re-usable
legal agreements from £50 plus VAT.  

Quarterly ACID magazine and monthly e-
newsletter – packed full of useful tips and FAQ’s as well
as the latest news on successful cases and the latest ACID
initiatives. 

ACID Website, Members Area – access to this area via
email address and a password. 

Industry Forums – regular informal, round table
discussions with frequent design protection clinics and
subject specific seminars.

IP Insurance – affordable legal expenses IP insurance 
at discounted rates is available in conjunction with
Charles Milnes & Co. Ltd. You insure your home, your car,
so why not your business?

Trade Mark and Design Service – ACID’s associate
lawyers offer preferential rates for a Trade Mark and
Design Registration service.  

ACID Mediation – a cost and time effective way to
solve member-to-member disputes together with a new
initiative Mediate to Resolve. ACID’s trained mediators
can also help to resolve disputes with non-members. 

Proven Track record – over 260 settlements with over
two million pounds recovered in costs and damages –
only 3 have reached a final court hearing 

ACID Accredited Exhibition Organiser initiative  –
free on-the-spot mediation service -The ACID Exhibition
Protocol - available during accredited exhibitions to all
exhibitors. To date 2000+ mediations, less than 30%
required further legal action

An aggressive naming and shaming media and
communication policy for successful settlements
and powerful Media Supporter initiative.

Practical low cost, no cost tools of self-help
including regular FAQs and legal tips. Industry
watchdog. Regular ACID News Flashes, Free user
friendly IP Guide, ACID Trading – self help tools.

shop floor. Mediations, via the ACID
Exhibition Protocol, provide a quick and
effective route to solving copying issues –
without the expense of litigation. Mediation
gives both parties the chance to have their
say in front of a neutral 3rd party who may
help both sides reach their own settlement
voluntarily.  This approach can be quick,
highly effective and not incur legal costs.
Hundreds of Acid’s exhibition mediations
have resulted in commercial agreements
being struck between the two parties – a
licence agreement, a royalty agreement, or
even a franchise opportunity and if things
can’t be sorted out at the exhibition ACID will
help you resolve disputes through their
Mediate to Resolve service – a highly effective
and cost effective route to dispute resolution.

Andy Vaughan, Event Director of ACID
Accredited Show organiser Interiors says,
"Having been an ACID accredited event for a
number of years now, Interiors Birmingham
has a zero tolerance policy to plagiarism
within the industry and therefore fully
support ACID's aims and mediation protocol
to try and combat these issues".

I would recommend an 
ACID IP strategy review for all design
led businesses – it’s a highly effective
way of understanding the importance
and value of IP within business and
particularly useful 
pre-show.

Exhibitions provide a great opportunity
to show case new products. They are
also the perfect environment for design
thieves to see, photograph and steal
your designs. So trade safe, be design
safe – watch your IP!

� HAVE A NO PHOTOGRAPHY POLICY!
Remember with phone cameras, your designs can
be sent across the world in seconds and could be
mass-produced before you even pack up your
stand! All exhibitors at ACID accredited exhibitions
are given an ACID No Photography sign in their
exhibitor’s packs

� ACID STAND SIGN- these have been created
specifically to ensure all visitors to your stand
know you are a member of ACID

� ENSURE YOU HAVE DOCUMENTATION TO
PROVE you own the IP rights or have a licence to
market the goods that appear on your stand.

� MAKE SURE THAT THIS INFORMATION IS
EASILY ACCESSIBLE. In any dispute the onus is
on the complainant to provide evidence of
ownership, originality and date of creation.

� CONSIDER APPLYING FOR A REGISTERED
COMMUNITY DESIGN (RCD)
www.oami.europa.eu. This is a monopoly right
covering 27 member states and lasts for 25 years.

� IF YOU HAVE NOT REGISTERED YOUR NEW
DESIGNS - Don't forget the ACID Design Data
Bank is free and houses thousands of member's
designs - independent evidence to support your
unregistered rights. It is very difficult to take
action at a show if there is no design audit trail!

EXHIBITION
WATCH POINTS!

Janet Bedford, ACID’s Exhibition
Manager’s advice is: 
“Try to register your new products as a UK
or Community Registered Design if you
can. But prior to a registration being
accepted there are various things you can
do to protect yourselves during new
product development. Maintain full
traceability of the design process by
keeping all of your development, from the
research and story-board stage, to filing all
of your sketches and keeping any 3D
computer models which may be used for
generating presentation images. When you
have full working drawings ready to be
sent for sampling, send copies to the ACID
Design Data Bank to protect yourselves as
far as possible from being copied by
unscrupulous suppliers or by copyists who
view your new products at exhibition”. 
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Painting spaces
with Light!

10

acid members

We have been
members of ACID for 
7 years and have used
the organisation’s
wealth of experience 
in fighting design theft
to create our own 
IP strategy.

B ruce’s medium is light - its beauty,
versatility, cause and effect. Whether
providing a dramatic backdrop to

nature, lighting up a posh hotel or store
(Babington House, Liberty, London) or
creating pieces to provide drama in private
houses around the world, Bruce has built a
reputation for creating adventurous,
bespoke, sculptural light works which in
themselves become pieces of art – aesthetic,
innovative but also practical and functional
transcending both art and design.

From grand commercial
works and corporate
commissions to one-off
pieces Bruce is passionate
about producing original
quality lighting
installations.  His
company includes Andrew
Johnston and Anna
Craddock, both
accomplished lighting
designers in their own
right, and with them he
works on schemes in the
UK and abroad. For these
projects Bruce and his
team design many one-off
pieces, hand made with
the help of skilled
engineers and craftsmen
and women, many based
in and around Frome,
Somerset. 

Munro personally loves to
work on large scale
installations where he can
let his imagination and
sense of humour roam
free. The most famous of
these grand sculptures is
the Field of Light, recently installed at the Eden
Project and on display until March 09. A new
project called Water Towers, based on pure
energy powering LEDs and fibre optics, features
recycled materials and a mysterious choral
soundtrack. Eventually it will be a very large
scale installation but a smaller prototype will be
shown at Rook Lane Arts, Frome in Spring 2009.  

As a producer of original work, Bruce, like
hundreds of designer manufacturers around the
country, is vulnerable to design theft and does
not appreciate having his company’s work
ripped off in any way, shape or form.  "We have
been members of ACID for 7 years and have

used the organisation’s wealth of experience in
fighting design theft to create our own IP
strategy.  We feature the ACID logo on our web
site and marketing material, and have really
benefited from Acid’s legal hotline.  We are
committed to doing everything possible to
protect our work and let the industry know that
Bruce Munro Ltd has a zero tolerance of
copying".

Recently a small design house in Birmingham
took the title, Field of Light and used it to
describe a project they were doing with
Birmingham City Council. It was just after news

of Bruce’s spectacular Field of
Light at the Eden Project had
been released, and was
spreading like wildfire across
design blogs all over the
internet. It appeared these
people were trying to pass off
their work as Bruce’s - or to
take advantage of millions of
internet searches looking for his
Field of Light, to draw them to
their own website.

Adds Bruce, "Niall Head-Rapson,
one of ACID’s accredited
lawyers, came to our rescue and
a letter before action was issued
because Illuminate were
suspected of passing off – 
a common law civil offence
which can result in court action
being taken.  I would advise any
start-up, SME and corporate to
take the trouble to join ACID
and keep up their membership,
even in recessionary times - it’s
worth it in the long run.  In all
reality, if it wasn’t for ACID we
would have had no protection 
at all and could potentially have
lost business. ACID offers a
brilliant service and all designers

should join the organisation.  I am a great
believer in grass roots lobbying for change so
apart from benefiting from membership, 
if everyone in the creative industries joins forces
with ACID we can collectively go a
long way to stamping out copying".

Anyone who is enthralled and delighted by his work will
appreciate Bruce Munro’s skill as a trained sculptor as well
as a designer. 

Bruce MUNRO : Lighting Designer

“In all reality, if it
wasn’t for ACID we
would have had no
protection at all and
could potentially have

lost business”. 

Above: Random drop chandelier at The Chapel

Below: ‘Field of Light’ at The Eden Project
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Firm supporter and Honorary Member of ACID,
Elizabeth Gage, leading jewellery designer and
favourite with fine jewellery collectors world-wide,
has a policy of archiving every jewel she sells.  
A policy heavily endorsed by ACID who encourages
all their members to store copies of their designs in
the ACID Design Data Bank - which currently holds
over 300,000 designs!  Gage’s dedication to
keeping records has stood her business in great
stead. When one of her pieces was found in a 
New York gutter by someone who recognised her
work, the finder brought it to London on her next
visit and Gage’s archive revealed its owner and 
the piece was returned!  

Says Elizabeth, “I believe those
who copy are in the same
category as people who rob
your home and I have always
admired ACID's work on behalf
of all true designers”.

11

latest new members list

Gratia Scott-Oldfield Jewellery
Karen Young Designs Jewellery
Karin Andreasson Jewellery Jewellery
watcha Jewellery
Suzie Horan Jewellery
The Original Design Partnership Ltd Jewellery
Tomasz Donocik Jewellery
Tim Moss Ltd Kitchen/Bathrooms
Liang Jones Gaunce Lighting Ltd Lighting
Yorke Design Ltd Lighting
BreastVest Other
Fizbag Ltd Other
Flying Tortoise Event Design Other
Gary Swift Studios Ltd Other
Gloria Other
Matthew Wintle and Marcus Ward Other
Mumps Other
Not Mass Produced Other
Phineas Products Ltd Other
Red Ridge Ltd t/a Wish Squares Other
The Fan Attic Other
Simon B Armitt Photography
Big Ant Product Design
Gangotra Ltd Product Design
Georgia Horton Product Design
hundredstensunits Product Design
Imker Industries Product Design
Luminati Waycon Ltd Product Design
Marilyn Robertson Product Design
Melanie Graf Product Design
Peachy Products Ltd Product Design
Sara Mouncer Product Design
Therefore Ltd Product Design
Textural Design Textiles
House Couturier Limited Textiles
Katherine Wardropper Textiles
Swanky Donkey Textiles
Tymeagain Ltd Toys

Company Name Industry ID
Sticky Fingers Designs Bridal
Susan Hayward Ceramics
Collins and Hall Ltd Childrenswear
G2G3 Propulsion Ltd Design Consultancy
Samurai Technologies Ltd Design Consultancy
Ian Wright Education
Carolyn de la Drapiere Ltd Fashion
Emma Nissim Fashion
Modarama (London) Ltd Fashion
Muks Ltd Fashion
SHY Fashion Additives Fashion
E7 Art and Framing Fine Art
Georgina Rambton Fine Art
Maroan Ltd Fine Art
Words of Art Fine Art
Art of Stone Limited Fires & Fireplaces
Creative Fires UK Limited Fires & Fireplaces
Kimberly Finch & Andrea Lovering Footwear
Beckford Ltd Furniture
Carlton Furniture Ltd Furniture
John Larking Furniture
Junk Inc Furniture
Old Oakland (UK) Ltd Furniture
Razzle Dazzle Designs Ltd Furniture
Schiffer by Design Furniture
Seamus Hyland Furniture Furniture
Steve Allen Furniture Furniture
The Fairtrade Furniture Co. Ltd Furniture
Tough Furniture Ltd Furniture
Unico Furniture
Zipperer UK Ltd Furniture
The Modern Garden Company Garden Products
Baby Cakes Giftware
Carol Ridler Hand Crafted Wood Giftware
ED:ITIONS Giftware
Nuptial Nets Giftware
Andy Tuohy Graphics
Craycard Greetings Cards
Over the Moon Greetings Cards
Prudence Loves Greetings Cards
Liz Tabecki Interior Accessories
British Trimmings Ltd Interior Accessories
Caroline Rees Glass Design Interior Accessories
DD Interior Design t/a DeAndre Interior Design
Formula Two (London) Ltd Interior Design
Angels Finery Jewellery
Golden Jewellery

Company Name Industry ID

ACID’s joining criteria for new members
In accordance with the clause that all new members will become provisional
members for the first 6 months, we publish a list in each newsletter of
those companies that have joined the organisation. In the event that there
is a complaint about any of these new provisional members, please write to
the Chief Executive together with substantiated facts. Hearsay, rumour or
unsubstantiated facts will not be considered under any circumstances. Any
complaints about a provisional ACID member will be put before a panel
comprising ACID's legal advisor, ACID's Chief Executive and two corporate
ACID members from a different industry sector. If the panel decides that the
complaint be upheld their decision is final and no further correspondence
will be entered into. This panel will sit twice a year.

if you have a problem call the Legal
Hotline on +44 (0)845 230 5742

ACID has received huge support from editors and journalists, 
who place the subject of intellectual property awareness high on
their agenda and continually feature success stories, initiatives,
concerns and warnings against the potential devastation of
intellectual property infringement. Many thanks to the above
publications who are all ACID Media Supporters.

Together we are
helping to create
awareness and a
safer commercial
environment for all!

Helping ACID
members to
safeguard their 
IP rights

ACID member watcha is celebrating the success of
their contemporary watch brand ‘watcha’ - silicone
bracelet watches with waterproof replaceable LCD
units.  Despite the down turn in the economic climate,
watcha has continued to show an increase in number
of stockists and a subsequent growth in month-on-
month sales.  Media interest is likely to spur further
growth, with editorial coverage in Draper’s Record and
forthcoming features in The Sunday Mirror and Shout
magazine.  Brand identity has been a key force in
driving sales, with the registration of intellectual
property rights as defined by the aims and objectives
of ACID, enforcing the fingerprint and logo of watcha
and distinguishing it from its competitors. 

Brand success for ACID
member watcha!

A JEWEL IN THE CROWN

ACID comment: 
“All designers should take a leaf out of Elizabeth’s
book.  Archiving copies of original work proves
ownership and provides an audit trail should the
originator be unlucky enough to be copied”.   
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events and exhibitions

Hammonds: www.hammonds.com

DMH Stallard: www.dmhstallard.com

McDaniel & Co: www.mcdanielandco.co.uk
ACID Accredited Law Firms can be contacted by Acid
members via the Acid Legal Hotline:

+44 (0) 0845 230 5742

HOTLINES...
Membership Office:
+44 (0)845 644 3617

Membership fax:
+44 (0)845 644 3618

e.mail: help@acid.uk.com

ACID Members Legal Hotline:
+44 (0)845 230 5742

Legal Hotline fax:
+44 (0)845 644 3618

e.mail: legal@acid.uk.com

Nothing in this newsletter is intended to be a complete
statement of the current law and you should always take
specialist advice in respect of your own particular
circumstances.   ©ACID 2009

www.acid.uk.com
www.acid.designsales.co.uk
www.acid.eu.com/news 
www.mediatetoresolve.com

ACID (Anti Copying in Design) Ltd. 
PO BOX 5078, Gloucester, GL19 3YB

ACID recommends the following 
ACID Accredited  Law Firms:

ACID Registered Head Office: 
Unit 14, Staunton Court, Staunton, GL19 3QS

Company Reg. No. 3402512   VAT Reg. No.  707 5923 23

ALL CHANGE – 
AS NEW MINISTER FOR IP APPOINTED

A LORD, THEN A LADY,
NOW A LAMMY!

David Lammy, MP for Tottenham has been appointed Minister of State for Higher
Education and Intellectual Property, the 3rd in the last 18 months. Government is
still not giving intellectual property the continuity in stewardship it deserves more
especially when IP theft soars. SME’s are finding it increasingly difficult to afford to
take legal action and, with the economy heading downwards, it will be reasonable
to assume that many more will seek the fast track to market through copying.
Whilst ACID believes that IP education plays a huge role within the creation of a
preventative and deterrent strategy against copying, it is still a microscopic element
within Higher Education as a whole. In acknowledging the key and growing role
that the creative industries play in the UK’s GDB and in light of the UK’s current
fiscal crisis, wouldn’t it have been wiser to create a cabinet post reporting directly
to the Prime Minister to better safeguard the UK’s intellectual capital?  

On the positive side, Dids Macdonald remains optimistic that David Lammy will be
wholeheartedly behind Commitment 17 in the UK’s Creative Economy Programme, 
"We will promote better understanding of the value and importance of Intellectual
Property". Anything has to improve on the appalling state of affairs on IP education
in statistics published following a UKIPO Awareness Survey in 2006.

After years of lobbying by Dids Macdonald, CEO, ACID (Anti Copying in Design)
for better rights for designers the powerful Alliance Against IP Theft of which
ACID is a member has taken up the mantle to support ACID’s lobbying
objectives to address the disparity between copyright and design right. Design
right owners yet again miss out on a possible improvement to increase
penalties from £5- 50,000 which a Magistrate may award for copyright and
trade mark infringement. In an accompanying letter to the UKIPO from Susie
Winter, Director General of the Alliance, the Alliance’s response to the above
consultation, Susie Winter, Director General of the Alliance says, 

"The absence of any criminal sanctions in this area means that anyone dealing in
pirated goods that are protected by design rights, rather than by copyright or trade
marks, are at no risk of criminal proceedings being brought against them.  This
means that while the proposal in this consultation, to increase the financial
penalties available for IP offences in Magistrates’ Courts, is premature in the case of
design infringement, it makes it all the more important for the government to
address this anomaly and introduce criminal sanctions for design infringements".  

Dids Macdonald, ACID’s CEO welcomes the heavyweight support of the Alliance in
raising this issue with Government. The reason designers are precluded from being
included in the proposals are because design right infringement still does not attract
criminal sanctions – The UK Government still fails to address the disparity between
copyright, trade marks and design rights. Put quite simply, what is the difference in
criminality between ripping off an artist (who creates a copyright work) and a
furniture designer (who creates a design)?

ALLIANCE PUTS FULL WEIGHT BEHIND ACID’S
ONGOING CAMPAIGN TO INTRODUCE CRIMINAL
SANCTIONS FOR DESIGN INFRINGEMENTS

ACID LOBBY UPDATE

SME’s
91%

NO IP POLICY

97%
NO IP TRAINING

87%
NO FACILITY FOR

CHECKING
INFRINGEMENTS

UKIPO IP AWARENESS SURVEY 2006

LOBBYING STOP PRESS
CALLING ALL THOSE
RELYING ON COPYRIGHT
A new COPYRIGHT review
commissioned by David Lammy
Q. Does the current system provide the right
balance between commercial certainty and 
the rights of creators and creative artist? 
Are creative artists sufficiently rewarded
and/or protected through existing rights?
Q. Is our current system too complex, in
particular in relation to the licensing of rights,
rights clearance and copyright exceptions?
Does the legal enforcement framework work
in the digital age? 
Q. Does the current copyright system provide
the right incentives to sustain investment and
support creativity? Is this true for both
creative artists and commercial rights
holders? Is this true for physical and online
exploitation? Are those who gain value from
content paying for it (on fair and reasonable
terms)? 
Q. What action, if any, is needed to address
issues related to authentication? In
considering the rights of creative artists and
other rights holders is there a case for
differentiation? If so, how might we avoid
introducing a further complication in an
already complicated world?

PLEASE EMAIL YOUR VIEWS TO:
didsm@acid.uk.com before 31 January ‘09
so that YOUR voice can be heard in ACID’s
response to the Copyright Consultation 

ACID will be present at the ACID Accredited
Exhibition Interiors Birmingham 2009 which
promises a complete showcase of the best in
classic and modern, indoor and outdoor furniture
and accessories.  The ACID Stand will be in
Pavilion, D30 where we will be available for
help and advice on all IP issues. One to one IP
clinics are available in the following subjects:

• Design Protection
• Responding to Pitch/Tenders
• Brand protection
• IP Health Checks
• Exhibiting protecting new designs/ranges 
• Brand expansion using licensing
• Brand expansion through franchising
• IP focused industry standard agreements
• What's in a name - trade marks

Interiors Birmingham is the ultimate
sourcing solution for the trade interiors
industry. Running over 4 days at the NEC
Birmingham, from the 18-21 January 2009,
this unmissable event is free to attend.
Whether you are a retailer, interior designer,
architect or contract buyer, Interiors Birmingham is
perfectly timed and formed to provide the one
stop shop for all your sourcing needs from high
end bespoke furniture to volume or practical
pieces. www.interiorsbirmingham.com

ACID’s Exhibition Manager, Janet Bedford
and Niall Head-Rapson from ACID
Accredited Law Firm McDaniel & Co. will be
attending Top Drawer Spring on 19th
January 2009 and visiting ACID Members stands
to offer information and advice.
www.topdrawerspring.com

IP clinics will also be held during 2009 at:

ACID Accredited Exhibition, Spring Fair
www.springfair.com 1-5 February inclusive,
and the ACID stand is located in the
Entrance to Hall 7.

Autumn Fair, NEC. 6-9 September 2009
www.autumnfair.com

100% Design
www.100percent design.co.uk (dtba)

Decorex
www.decorex.com (dtba)

We will also be supporting all exhibitors of ACID
Accredited exhibitions with the ACID Exhibition
Protocol - an on the spot mediation service should
IP infringements be discovered.

© the future! ACID’s ongoing campaign
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